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Key Term: Improv Everywhere 

 

 Perhaps best described as an equal mixture of pranks and street theater, the work 

of comedy troupe Improv Everywhere has been causing “chaos and joy” in New York 

City since mid-2001 (Todd, “FAQ”). With activities ranging from the cheeky to the 

absurd, the group has garnered attention from such national news outlets as MSNBC, The 

New York Times, and Rolling Stone magazine for staged events including an annual no-

pants subway ride, a series of spontaneous public musicals, and a mass “freezing” of 

commuters in New York’s Grand Central Station. Needless to say, onlookers caught in 

the midst of one of these spectacles are frequently puzzled, disquieted, and more than a 

little amused. The goal? According to founder Charlie Todd, the group does what it does 

simply to have fun and to put a little excitement in the everyday routines of people’s 

lives. Granted, there is mischief involved and an occasional brush with the law, as in the 

case of a fake U2 concert the group staged, but Todd is adamant that Improv Everywhere 

serves a noble purpose. He puts it this way: “we’re out to prove that a prank doesn’t have 

to involve humiliation or embarrassment; it can simply be about making someone laugh, 

smile, or stop to notice the world around them” (Todd, “FAQ”). In all, the group may not 

be aiming to change the world, but they are turning the everyday into something special 

by bringing strangers together in the shared experience of a scene that is bound to be both 

memorable and provocative. 

 Interestingly, the group readily admits that improvisation is perhaps not the best 

word to describe what they do; their “missions” are always pre-planned and heavily 

orchestrated (Todd, “FAQ”). Yet the name is not a complete misnomer. Todd points out 
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that there is absolutely no script governing how the group’s participants interact with the 

public once a given mission is underway. Spontaneous new developments can arise when 

audience members try to engage with the Improv Everywhere team members, who are 

commonly known as “agents” (Todd, “FAQ”). According to the group’s guidelines, the 

rules for such engagement are simple: “We stay in character at all costs and interact with 

members of the public with no script beyond the mission’s idea. We have no clue how 

people are going to react to us, and that is where the improvisation comes in” (Todd, 

“FAQ”). So, like it or not, bearing witness to an Improv Everywhere mission basically 

makes an individual a part of the performance. Collaboration and unanticipated outcomes 

are bound to ensue, and many of the qualities often associated with improvisation are 

evidently alive and well in the group’s work. 

 More specifically, Improv Everywhere missions often contain some element of 

the community building commonly attributed to improvisational practices. “Surprise 

Wedding Reception,” for instance, was an event in which agents threw a spontaneous and 

highly public bash for a newly-wed couple emerging from city hall. The mission ended 

up creating a lasting bond between a collection of complete strangers. Everyone involved 

laughed, danced, and chatted with one another; toasts were given, bouquets were tossed, 

and even passing pedestrians got in the fun too. Overall, what would have been an 

ordinary wedding was transformed into something even more special through the 

unexpected creation of a community of people who shared in the experience of a highly 

unusual and random act of kindness. Another mission had similar results when Improv 

Everywhere agents went to a New York airport and set up elaborate welcoming parties 

for complete strangers. What unfolded in each particular instance was dependent upon 
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the person selected, but again, a community of sorts was fashioned, however temporarily, 

between the agents and the set-upon airline passengers.  Indeed, if the video footage of 

this mission is any indication, people were genuinely touched to be a part of the group’s 

work. 

 Furthermore, at the risk of mischaracterization, one can also detect a slight 

element of subversion in many Improv Everywhere missions. Unintended run-ins with 

the law aside, most of the group’s events gain attention primarily because they are 

comprised of actions that would not be typically considered socially acceptable. Riding 

the subway with no pants on in the middle of winter is hardly conventional, and the same 

can be said for singing about fruit in a grocery story at full volume. Simply put, the group 

seems to relish in being provocatively awkward. Moreover, some missions even verge on 

political commentary. In 2002, for instance, group members set up “offshore casinos” on 

rowboats in a Central Park canal and tempted park-goers to beat the law by becoming 

“high rollers” on “international waters” (Todd et. al.). At the end of the mission, the 

group members pointedly remarked that another mission involving the giveaway of free 

cheerios in a park caused more ire to public officials than the offshore gambling. Even if 

one views this mission a joke done for the sake of fun rather than as a subtle commentary 

on the law, it is difficult to maintain that their comedy is wholly isolated from the social 

and political realities of the world. With a mantra like “[w]e cause scenes,” Improv 

Everywhere is not entirely an inert purveyor of laughs (Todd, “FAQ”). 

 This said, it is again important not to exaggerate the social implications of the 

group’s pranks. In their own words, it is all for “fun” and nothing more (Todd, “FAQ”). 

There is even a strict policy against staging missions for the purpose of supporting 
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causes. Accordingly, it is difficult to bundle the group with the politically conscientious 

artists often associated with improvisational practices. Yet the collaboration, positive 

social engagement, and slightly waggish disregard for convention that characterizes the 

work of Improv Everywhere has touched countless individuals and transformed banal 

events like subway rides and trips to the food court into something engaging and 

memorable. Tens of thousands of people have participated in the group’s missions, and 

millions more have watched either in person or via videos posted on the Internet. So, it 

might all just be for fun, but if the reactions garnered are any indication, even small bits 

of mischief and improvisation can have a big social impact on the lives of those involved 

in the “chaos and joy” of something a little bit out of the ordinary (Todd, “FAQ”). 
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